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Abstract: 

 
In Hawaii, the first newspaper was published in 1834. Until 2000, approximately 1,350 titled 

newspapers have been published. The University of Hawai’i Mānoa (UHM) Library collects 19th and 

20th century newspapers published in Hawaii and also selected titles from the pacific islands. 

Geographical location and tropical climate pose serious challenges for preserving the newspaper 

collections. To ensure their long-term preservation, the Library’s Preservation Department 

strategically applies the following preventive measures.  

1. Microfilm reformatting 

Their poor-quality paper and limited storage space necessitate microfilming the current 

newspapers. Although more institutions chose digitization for reformatting, the UHM Library 

believes microfilm is the best option, mainly due to our lack of the infrastructure needed to 

maintain the digital collection. Our strategy is to ensure the highest quality of microfilms for 

future conversion to digital format. 

2.  Environmental control and monitoring  

Although the Library building’s centralized environmental control system runs for 24 hours and 

365 days, temperature and relative humidity is a less-than-perfect, fluctuating at various parts of 

the building. Our strategy is to systematically monitor environmental conditions to mitigate 

disaster such as mold outbreak and to identify better controlled spaces to keep the most important 

historical newspapers. Also we store microfilm master copies in a better controlled environment 

at a contracted facility on the mainland.  

3. Freeze extermination program  

Mold and pest-infested library materials are treated by freezing instead of using pesticides. More 

importantly, the freezing method is applied not only to remedy infestation but to prevent it by 

establishing control over incoming collections. Any second-hand materials and donations are 

frozen in a large walk-in industrial freezer before being introduced to the library collections. The 

Department’s PEST team, consisting of student assistants and a supervisor, performs the freezing 

procedure daily. The team also routinely monitors pest activities using sticky traps. 
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Introduction 

Since January 2017, I have worked for the Preservation Department at University of Hawai’i 

Mānoa (UHM) Library in Honolulu as the Preservation Librarian to manage its preservation 

program1. This paper will highlight a few programs designed to preserve UHM Library’s 

newspaper collections.   

 

Geographical location and tropical climate pose serious challenges for preserving our 

collections. We are prone to natural disasters such as flooding, hurricanes and lava flows, as 

well as insects and mold infestations. For instance, flash floods that are much more common 

than other natural disasters in Hawaii cause serious property and fatal damages by quickly-

rising, fast-moving water carrying mud and other debris2. One of the most devastated flash 

floods in Hawaii occurred on October 30, 2004, when Mānoa Stream overflowed its banks 

and raced through UHM campus, damaging several buildings and destroying the basement of 

Hamilton library (main library). The muddy water damaged 230,000 rare maps and aerial 

photographs, more than a hundred computers, thousands of government documents, and 

books3. The flood caused more than $37 million worth of damage to research materials and 

another $2 million damage to computer equipment4. Mold and insects are other constant 

threats to the UHM Library’s materials. For instance, in 1991 a wide spread of book beetle 

infestation lead to closing of Hamilton Library for four days to fumigate fourteen areas on 

five floors followed by vacuuming half a million books and ten miles of shelves5. This 

emergency resulted in renovation of the Library’s air conditioning system and funding a full-

time position overseeing Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and environmental monitoring 

in Preservation Department.   

 

In addition to the vulnerability to natural disasters, geographic isolation limits our response 

options. When resources are not readily available, we must bring them to the islands or our 

materials must cross the ocean. In the case of 2004 flood, more than 50,000 maps were 

treated at the library, while over 40,000 rare maps and photos were shipped to Texas, to the 

disaster recovery vendor Belfor, for treatment. 

 

Newspapers in Hawaii 

The Hawaiian Islands were settled by Polynesians between 300-700 who lived in small 

communities ruled by chiefs until 1810 when King Kamehameha conquered other rulers and 

established the Kingdom of Hawaii. The first European landed on the islands was Captain 

                                                 
1 Brief history of the Preservation Department is accessible at archived department website. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170507050033/http://library.manoa.hawaii.edu:80/departments/preservation

/history.php 
2 According to National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1960 through 2005, Hawaii averages 

about seven flash flood events per year. www.prh.noaa.gov/hnl/pages/weather_hazards_stats.pdf 

Hawaii has been directly hit by hurricanes only three times since 1950, though the region has had 147 tropical 

cyclones over that time. The last time Hawaii was hit with a tropical storm or hurricane was in 1992 by 

Hurricane Iniki. 
3  2004 Flood information is accessible through UHM Library’s website.  See section “2004 Flood”. 

http://manoa.hawaii.edu/library/about/organization/history/2004-flood/ 

https://www.hawaii.edu/news/2014/10/27/hamilton-library-thrives-10-years-after-devastating-flood/ 
4 Dyan R.Kleckner. Hamilton Library Turns Page on Flood. Mālamalama.,July 19, 2010.  

https://www.hawaii.edu/malamalama/2010/07/hamilton/ 
5 Joyce Watson. Cleaning the Bookstacks After a Major Fumigation.  

http://www2.hawaii.edu/~adamson/vol43a2.html 
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170507050033/http:/library.manoa.hawaii.edu:80/departments/preservation/history.php
https://web.archive.org/web/20170507050033/http:/library.manoa.hawaii.edu:80/departments/preservation/history.php
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj20qi95OPbAhW4HjQIHZSpD3IQFggnMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.noaa.gov%2F&usg=AOvVaw39WYyfygXLlwhIyTQfNzuc
http://www.prh.noaa.gov/hnl/pages/weather_hazards_stats.pdf
http://manoa.hawaii.edu/library/about/organization/history/2004-flood/
https://www.hawaii.edu/news/2014/10/27/hamilton-library-thrives-10-years-after-devastating-flood/
https://www.hawaii.edu/malamalama/2010/07/hamilton/
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~adamson/vol43a2.html
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James Cook in 1778. Since then, Christian missionaries, Western merchants, whalers, and 

travellers came and immigrated to the islands. In 1893, American colonists overthrew the 

kingdom and established the Republic of Hawaii. In 1898, the U.S. annexed Hawaii as a 

territory. In 1834, the first Hawaiian language newspaper was published. Between 1834 and 

2000, approximately 1,250 titled newspapers have been published in Hawaii in various 

languages including those of the indigenous Hawaiian population and of immigrated people 

such as English, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, Korean, Vietnamese, and Portuguese6. Today, 

only a few dozens of newspapers are still published from those immigrant communities. 

Hawai’ian Collection Department at the UHM Library collects 19th and 20th century 

newspapers published in Hawaii and selected 10 current newspapers to microfilm7. Pacific 

Collection Department collects newspapers published in the pacific islands including 

Melanesia, Polynesia and Micronesia8. Those collected newspapers are available either in 

paper or microfilm formats9. The Hawai’ian Collection maintains the largest and most 

comprehensive collection of contemporary Hawaii newspapers published after the 1950s10.  

 

Preservation of Hawaii newspaper 

To ensure newspaper collections’ long-term preservation while utilizing limited resources, 

the Preservation Department strategically applies various preservation measures, focusing on 

the following preventive programs.  

 

1. Microfilm reformatting  

Their poor-quality paper and limited storage space necessitate reformatting the current 

newspapers. Although more institutions choose digitization for a reformatting option, the 

UHM Library believes microfilm is the best choice, mainly due to our lack of the 

infrastructure needed to maintain the digital collection. Our strategy is to ensure the highest 

quality of microfilms for future conversion to digital format. In fact, the Library participated 

the Library of Congress National Digital Newspaper Program (NDNP) from 2008 to 2010 

and from 2010 to 2012 to digitize newspapers in microfilm format11. Through those projects, 

the UHM Library developed the expertise and confidence of digitizing newspaper microfilm.  

 

While the UHM Library had already started microfilming newspapers in 1953, it was the 

United States Newspaper Program (USNP) supported by National Endowment for the 

Humanities (NEH) that helped the Library develop skills in newspaper microfilming. Started 

in 1983, the UHM Library led Hawaii Newspaper Project (HNP), collaborating with 

Hawaiian Historical Society (HHS), Hawaii State Archives, and Hawaii State Library, 

inventoried newspapers held in Hawaiian institutions, catalogued 476 titles, and microfilmed 

266,000 pages (133,000 frames) from 151 newspaper titles until 1988 when the program 

                                                 
6 Helen Chapin. Guide to Newspapers of Hawaiʻi,1834-2000. Hawaiian Historical Society. 2000. 

http://www.hawaiianhistoricalsociety.org/ref/chapinpdfs.html 
7 Newspapers in Hawaii, UHM Library Research Guide.   

https://guides.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/c.php?g=105233&p=686448 
8 Pacific Island Newspapers, UHM Library Research Guide.   

https://guides.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/c.php?g=105813&p=686777 
9 Hawai’ian & Pacific Collections Department, UHM Library Research Guide.   

https://guides.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/hawaiianpacific 
10 Other cultural institutions including Hawaiian Historical Society, Hawaii State Archives, and Hawaii State 

Library, and Bishop Museum hold more older newspapers.  
11 Hawaii Digital Newspaper Program. 

https://manoa.hawaii.edu/library/research/collections/digital-image-collection/grants/ 

http://www.hawaiianhistoricalsociety.org/ref/chapinpdfs.html
https://guides.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/c.php?g=105233&p=686448
https://guides.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/c.php?g=105813&p=686777
https://guides.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/hawaiianpacific
https://manoa.hawaii.edu/library/research/collections/digital-image-collection/grants/
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ended.12 As early as 1953, the UHM Library had already worked with HHS, located 

newspaper holdings, and filmed newspapers at the Library’s Reprography Department. 

Filming was done randomly, rather than through investigation and planning. The quality of 

films was not always satisfactory13. The HNP elevated the level of the Library’s microfilming 

program. It began systematically microfilming historic backfiles prioritized by their 

importance and physical condition. The filming was done in accordance with the ANSI/AIIM 

standards and USNP guidelines. A local vender, Advanced Micro-Image Systems Hawaii 

(AMI), was contracted to operate on-site filming at Hamilton Library. After the support of 

NEH ended, the UHM Library continued filming newspapers with various funding sources. 

In 2002, the Library established an annual budget line for microfilming newspapers collected 

by the Hawai’ian and Pacific Collections (Hawn/Pacc) Department.  

 

The Preservation Department manages microfilming operation that is currently carried out by 

a full-time specialist and a few student assistants. AMI continued on-site filming in the 

basement of Hamilton Library until 2016 when it withdrew from the filming business. AMI 

was the last microfilming company in Hawaii. After a short break, the microfilming program 

resumed in 2018 with a U.S. mainland contractor, Backstage Library Works. Newspaper 

copies are sent by air to their facility in Pennsylvania to film. Master negatives are sent us for 

quality check, and then sent back to Backstage to be stored in their climate-controlled vault. 

Service copies are retained in Hamilton Library. Ten current newspaper titles including nine 

from Oahu, one from Kauai, and also selected current newspaper titles from the Pacific 

region are currently filmed. After filming, the paper copies are discarded. The UH System's 

library catalogue finds over 250 Hawaii newspaper titles available on microfilm. 

 

2. Environmental control and monitoring 

The UHM Library understands controlling temperature and relative humidity is critical in the 

long-term preservation of newspapers. Providing and maintaining adequate conditions for the 

Library’s newspaper collections is expensive but a cost-effective preservation measure. The 

Library’s newspapers and microfilms are kept at various locations in Hamilton Library14 

(Fig.1).  

                                                 
12 Hawaii Newspaper Project (HNP) consisted of Phase I, II, and III (1983-1988).  Information about the HNP is 

found in the reports written by John Haak and Nancy J. Marries in a folder entitled “Hawaii Newspaper Project 

1983 (NEH), UHM Hawaiian Collection's Administrative Files” held at the Hawai’ian Collection Department.  

Hawaii Newspapers a Union List, 1987, was produced as a result of the HNP. The Union List is accessible at 

http://hdl.handle.net/10524/2089 

 
13 In the report “NEH Hawaii newspaper Project (I)” on page 8. 
14  Hamilton Library is one building that was built in three phases including Phase I (south side) completed in 

1968 with a basement and six floors, Phase II completed in 1976 (north side) with a basement and three floors, 

and Phase III (Hamilton addition) completed in 2001 with a basement and six floors. Total floor square footage 

is 411,279 sf.   

Fig.1: Front entrance of Hamilton 

Library (Phase I section)  

 

http://hdl.handle.net/10524/2089
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Hamilton Library building has centralized environmental control HVAC system running for 

24 hours/day and 365 days/year. However, the temperature and relative humidity (RH) are 

less-than-perfect, fluctuating at various parts of the building. Therefore, the Preservation 

Department’s strategy was first to systematically measure environmental conditions. In 2007, 

the Preservation Department started monitoring temperature and RH by using highly accurate 

data loggers called Preservation Environment Monitors (PEM) for recording and a computer 

program called Climate Notebook®15 for data analysis. Currently, over 30 PEMs are placed 

throughout Hamilton Library. The storage conditions of newspapers are also monitored and 

analysed through this program. I will briefly explain my analysis and findings below. 

Newspapers and microfilms are kept at three locations:  

1) microform room on the first floor in Phase I (Fig.2, Fig.3)16--microfilms (service copies)  

2) closed stacks in Hawn/Pacc Dep. on the 5th floor in Phase II (Fig.4)--current and 20th  

    century Hawaii and Pacific island newspaper copies  

3) vault17 in Hawn/Pacc Dep. on the 5th floor in Phase II (Fig.4)--rare and older 19th century   

    newspaper copies 

                                                 
“ Library Facts and Figures: Facilities, UHM Library Research Guide” 

https://guides.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/c.php?g=105734&p=686067 
15 PEM and Climate Notebook® were developed by Image Permanence Institute with support from multiple 

funding organizations. Information is available at 

https://www.imagepermanenceinstitute.org/environmental/overview 
16 Microfilms are kept in the room separated with glass and solid walls in open stacks.   
17 The vault is a small room with no windows and limited access.  

Fig.2: Floor map, Hamilton Phase 

I, 1st floor. Microform room is 

circled in blue.                         

Microform room1  

           Microform room is circled 

in blue. 

 

Fig.3: Microform room                              Fig. 4: Floor map, Hamilton Phase II, 5t floor. Vault   

                                                                      is circled in yellow and closed stacks are in green. 

 

 

https://guides.library.manoa.hawaii.edu/c.php?g=105734&p=686067
https://www.imagepermanenceinstitute.org/environmental/overview
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In Fig. 5, temperatures at those three locations and Honolulu’s outdoor are compared (from 

January 2014 to May 2018). Their RH comparison is shown in Fig. 6. The indoor 

temperatures (blue, green and yellow) are relatively stable. The average temperatures of 

microform room(blue) and closed stacks (green) for this period were 20°C (68.2 °F) and 

22.2°C (72 °F) respectively. The RH corresponds to the temperature. The higher RH at 

microform room (blue) resulted from the lower temperature, and its larger fluctuation ranging 

from 50% to 70% is concerning. Although, authorities disagree on the ideal temperature and 

RH for libraries and archival materials, commonly recommended figures are lower than 21°C 

(70°F) and RH 30%-50%18.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
18 National Information Standards Organization (NISO) suggests environmental parameters in technical report 

Environmental Guidelines for the Storage of Paper Records (NISO-TR01-1995): Combined open stack area <70 

°F 30-50%RH; closed stack area <65 °F 30-50%RH 

Fig.5: Temperature (°C) comparison (January 2014 to May 2018)  

            

 

http://www.niso.org/publications/tr/tr01.pdf
http://www.niso.org/publications/tr/tr01.pdf
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Can we lower the RH without raising the temperatures in microform room (blue)? Can we 

lower the temperature without raising the RH in the closed stacks? Can we tweak the HVAC 

system’s dehumidification function? Is it working properly? A comparison of dew point 

graph maybe helps to answer those questions. Dew point is a measure of the absolute amount 

of water in the air. Unless the mechanical systems add or remove water from the air, the 

outdoor dew point and the indoor dew point are the same. In other words, any variation 

between the outdoor and indoor dew point is the result of the mechanical system. 

 

Fig.7 shows Honolulu’s outdoor and the three indoor dew points. While all indoor air was 

dehumidified, the vault (yellow) is much drier (lowest dew point). Are the three areas 

controlled by the same mechanical system? If not, does the system for the microform room 

and closed stacks have capacity to improve its dehumidification function? Those questions 

lead to the discussions with the Library’s facility staff, which revealed its complex 

mechanical system, building features, and history. All three locations were controlled by 

different mechanical systems. All three systems were installed at different time or have 

different ages--the microform room’s system being the oldest one. All rooms have different 

building features and use-patterns, including the windowless vault, the large open room with 

limited traffics of closed stacks, and the glass and wall separated microform room in open 

stacks.  

 

Fig.6: RH (%) comparison (January 2014 to May 2018)  
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Those preliminary investigations presented the needs of better understanding of historical and 

technical, architectural and mechanical features of Hamilton Library. They also require 

further collaboration among preservation, collections and facility experts. To define the 

optimal environment, find options to correct problems, and develop action plans for 

improvement, monitoring provides essential data for analysis and encouraging 

communications.  

 

 

 

3.Freeze extermination program  

To address pest problems, the UHM Library used to be more reactive and relied on 

pesticides, as presented in the case of 1991 beetle outbreak. Today, the Library employs a 

proactive integrated pest management (IPM) program managed by the Preservation 

Department. It is a holistic approach focusing on prevention, monitoring, and non-chemical 

treatments. Mold and pest-infested library materials are treated by freezing. More 

importantly, the freezing method is not only applied to remedy infestation but for prevention 

Fig.7: Dew point comparison (January 2014 to May 2018) 

            

 

Fig.8: Bagged library materials in freezer 
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by establishing control over incoming collections. The Library’s Guideline for Freezing 

Materials describes types of materials to be frozen, responsibilities of involved parties (such 

as subject librarians and preservation department staff), and workflows from receiving 

donations to their preparation for freezing. All gifts and donations (any second-hand 

materials) are first kept in the holding room located in a loading doc area. Then, those gifts 

are boxed, bagged, and frozen in a large walk-in industrial freezer at -28.9 °C (-20 °F) for 

five days followed by two days of acclimatization before un-bagging to prevent condensation 

(Fig.8). The thawed books are vacuum-cleaned to remove dust, insect droppings, and frass 

that attracts insects. The Department’s PEST team, consisting of student assistants and a full-

time IPM specialist, coordinates the process and performs the freezing procedure daily. In 

2017, the team treated the average of 500 volumes per month. All incoming newspapers, 

except for the current titles published in the US, are also frozen. For instance, current titles 

from Pacific Islands such as Solomon Star and Cook Islands News always receive the 

freezing treatment before entering the Library building. Since we don’t know how and where 

those items were packed and shipped, we pay extra precaution even they were current 

newspapers.  

 

The PEST team also routinely monitors pest activities using sticky traps and logs information 

about the type of insect(s), their entry points, and the number of insects. Cockroaches and 

silverfish are the two most prevalent insects found at Hamilton Library. Cockroaches are 

usually found in areas where food is served or stored. Hamilton Library has strict no food and 

drink policy. It was enforced by security guards stationed at the Library’s front entrance. Due 

to the recent budget cut for spending on the guards, enforcing the food policy becomes more 

difficult. With this possible increase in food and drink consumption throughout the more 

hidden parts of the library, we watch the pest trap program for clues to possible increases in 

the cockroach population.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


